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Abstract
Recognizing a chord of a music is not an easy task to do, but it can be done easier using digital signal processing in computer system. This research implements pitch class profile (PCP) method in recognizing chord from audio signal. The audio signals are converted from time domain into frequency domain using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). In this research, signals are processed using various frame blocking width in order to find out the most optimal width in frame blocking using Hamming window. This research implements chord recognition method in Python programming to process guitar chord recording. The purpose of this research is to find out the accuracy of chord recognition using PCP method.
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1. Introduction
It is understood that chord is the most basic guitar playing. Chord playing is also the basic element in a song. To recognize chord is not an easy task to do, because chord doesn’t consist of single pitch. Moreover, a person with good musical ability is not surely capable to do it. A person with no musical experience needs long time effort to recognize a single pitch of music. But musical chord of audio signal can be recognized using signal processing technique with computer. Computer can recognize tone of a audio signal by measuring the fundamental frequency of a audio wave and match the frequency with the reference frequency. With signal processing, computer can recognize not only pitch but also other parameters of a signal those can be used to recognize a chord.

Processing an audio signal takes a process called digital signal processing (DSP). DSP is a process that analyze input and output of a signal to know the certain physical system characteristic of a signal. Analyzing and synthesizing signal can be done easier at the frequency domain, because the determinant factor of signal is the frequency [12]. Therefore, the earliest stage that is necessary in DSP is feature extraction to convert signal from time domain into frequency domain. After that conversion, processing the signal can be done easier.

In this research, a pitch identification system of audio signal has built to recognize the chord as the output. System was developed using fast fourier transform (FFT) as feature extraction technique and pitch class profile (PCP) as a method to identify the chord. This research shows the accuracy of chord recognition using PCP method.

2. Research Stages
The stages those conducted in this research are; literature review, data retrieval (chord recording), signal sampling, signal preprocessing, pitch class profile mapping, chord determination and testing.

2.1 Data Recording
Guitar chord are recorded using USB Guitarlink as interface between computer and guitar. The recorded files are processed with Steinberg Nuendo software. As many as 432 chords are recorded during 2 seconds to be used as sample in this research. Using Steinberg Nuendo, 432 files with *.wav extension, 44100 KHz sampling frequency, 16 bit rate and mono channel are generated.

2.2 Building The Database
In this research, the database is composed of the values of PCP vector those are expected from the tested chord. Each pitch classes in PCP vector are contain value 1 or 0, value 1 represents the pitch contained in chord, whereas value 0 means the otherwise. The forming of C Mayor chord PCP vector can be seen in the Figure 1.
2.3 PCP Implementation on Python Programming

In order to implement PCP technique in recognizing guitar chord, an application program is built with Python programming. With this application, every sample can be tested using PCP technique. The frame width of frame blocking process can be specified in this application. The application that built can be seen in the Figure 2.

2.4 Frame Blocking and Windowing

In application, frame blocking process is implemented with overlap at 50% of its frame width. In this stage, each frames are multiplied by Hamming window. The size of Hamming window is as wide as frame width in frame blocking process. This stage is realized by Python program code below.

```
# FRAME BLOCKING
overlap = lebarFrame / 2
for i in range(lebarFrame):
    window.append(0.54 - (0.46 * cos(2*pi*i/lebarFrame-1)))
```

2.5 FFT and Peak Detection

After the previous stage, conversion process from time domain to frequency domain is conducted using fast fourier transform. FFT function used is function that is in the Matplotlib library of Python Programming. Frequency peaks obtained from FFT process then used in PCP stage to create the PCP vector. Figure 4 is the pieces of the program code that implements the FFT and frequency peak detection stage.

```
#FFT and peak detection
for i in range(len(freqs)):  # for each frequency
    magnitude = abs(freqs[i])
    freqs.append(freqs[i])
    if (magnitude > 0.00001):
        freqs.append(freqs[i+1])
```

2.6 PCP

After the preprocessing stages, frequency peak values obtained are grouped into defined pitch classes to create the PCP vector. The pieces of program code that implements PCP method to create PCP vector can be seen in Figure 5.

```
#PCP
nfr = [61.87, 66.66, 71.69, 76.25, 77.83, 82.0, 88, 95.97, 99.89, 103.1, 107.8, 112, 117.46, 123.7, 129.6, 135]
for i in range(len(nfr)):  # for each frequency
        freqs[i] = nfr[i]
```

3. Test Result and Discussion

In this research 432 recorded chord data are tested into the program in order to find out the amount of data that successfully recognized and the amount that is fail to be recognize as the expected chord. Each data are tested using various frame blocking width, such; 15, 20, 25, 35, 40, 50, 200, 661, 850, 1014, 1313, and 1323 data bit.

3.1 The Effect of Frame Blocking Width on Accuracy

Based on testing that has been done, the highest accuracy is obtained in frame blocking using 1014 data bit frame width. In testing using 1014 bit data frame width 318
chord samples are successfully recognized, whereas 114 samples are not. Accuracy obtained in testing using 1014 data bit frame width is 73.61%. The accuracy obtained in testing using various frame blocking width can be seen in Figure 6.
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**Fig. 6 Chord accuracy in various frame blocking width.**

### 3.2 The Effect of Chord Type on Accuracy

Based on experiment, various accuracy is resulted from testing in various type of chord. From six chord type those are tested, Sustained 4 chord type generates the highest accuracy value. While, Dominant 7 chord type generates the lowest accuracy value. Figure 7 below shows the accuracy obtained from testing in each type of chord using various frame blocking width.

![Chord Accuracy in Chord Type](image)

**Fig. 7 Chord accuracy in chord type.**

To finds out the consistency of this result, the result data are grouped by frame blocking width. The result of all group are identical, the lowest accuracy is always generated by Dominant 7 chord type. While Mayor, Sustained, and Augmented chord type always generates accuracy above 79%.

### 3.3 The Effect of Fret Position on Accuracy

In research the effect of fret position on chord recognition accuracy. Tested samples are grouped by the lowest fret guitar position when it played. The result of each group then averaged as can be seen in Figure 8.
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**Fig. 8 Chord accuracy in fret position.**

Based on the figure, the standard deviation generated from the result is 0.0887. Because of that, it is conclude that fret position doesn’t affect the accuracy level of chord recognition.

### 3.4 The Effect of Fingering on Accuracy

Testing on effect of chord fingering (fingers position that play chord on guitar fretboard) is conducted. Therefore, data are grouped into 3 chord fingering group; open chord, barre chord 1, and barre chord 2.

1. Open Chord is the group of chord that contain at least 1 open string rung.
2. Barre Chord 1 is the group of chord that has root on 6th string start at fret 1.
3. Barre Chord 2 is the group of chord that has root on 5th string start at fret 1.

Figure 9 is the result of testing on effect of chord fingering. Barre chord 2 generates the highest accuracy, as big as 76.56%. Open chord generates 68.25% accuracy, while barre chord 1 has the lowest accuracy, as big as 63.87%.
3.4.1 The Effect of Fingering on Mayor Chord Accuracy

In Mayor chord type, open chord has the lowest accuracy. While barre chord 1 and 2 generates accuracy level above 80%. Barre chord 1 has the highest accuracy, as big as 95.99%.

3.4.2 The Effect of Fingering on Minor Chord Accuracy

In Minor chord type, lowest accuracy is generated by barre chord 1, with accuracy level less than 10%. In barre chord 1, all testing on F minor and C minor are fail to recognize as expected chord. While all chord in barre chord 2 generates expected chord, that generates 100% accuracy level.

3.4.3 The Effect of Fingering on Dominant 7 Chord Accuracy

In the testing on Dominant 7 chord accuracy obtained from each group are less than 53%. The highest accuracy is generated by open chord, as big as 52.78%. While the lowest accuracy is obtained from barre chord 1, with 20% accuracy level. In this testing, all testing on F7, G7, and A#7 barre chord 1 generate all fail recognition.

3.4.4 The Effect of Fingering on Mayor 7 Chord Accuracy

In the testing on Mayor 7 chord type all group generates accuracy less than 70%. Open chord group obtain 49.07% accuracy level which is the lowest. The highest accuracy is generated by barre chord 1, while barre chord 2 obtain 63.38% accuracy level.
3.4.5 The Effect of Fingering on Sustained 4 Chord Accuracy

In the testing on Sustained 4 chord type, all group generate accuracy above 80%. Barre chord 1 group obtain 96% accuracy level which is the highest. The lowest accuracy is generated by open chord group with 83% accuracy level.

3.4.6 The Effect of Fingering on Augmented Chord Accuracy

In this testing, barre chord 1 group generates the highest accuracy level at 98%. While open chord group obtain the lowest accuracy with 79.86% accuracy level.

4. Conclusions

Based on this research, these following things can be concluded:

1. This research successfully implements PCP method in recognizing guitar chords with 70.06% accuracy level.
2. Highest accuracy is obtain in the testing with 1014 data bit frame blocking width.
3. The success of PCP method in recognizing chord is affected by frame blocking width, chord fingering, and the chord type.
4. In this research, each chord type generates different average accuracy. Dominant 7 chord type generates the smallest average accuracy.
5. In Dominant 7 chord type, barre chord 1 fingering group generates the lowest average accuracy. This is because some strings in Dominant 7 fingering don’t ring loud enough. This thing make the value of pitch class in PCP vector that is generated isn’t big enough.
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